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Abstract
The present study aims to examine the use of picture books in preschool classes. Case Study, a qualitative research method, was employed as the research method. The data were collected through video recording, semi-structured interviews, and documents. They were analyzed by means of document and descriptive analysis techniques. The research findings revealed that the books in the classes were generally composed of the picture books in the form of series and fairy tale books. Teachers participating in this study thought that books were not sufficient in most classes and that in addition to the books present in the classes, there should be more books related to science. The research findings showed that when children are read informative picture books, they display more distracted behavior compared to when narrative picture books are read. However, when examined in general, distracted behavior by children while the teacher reads were understood to be associated more with the strategies that the teacher uses while reading. The most remarkable finding of the study was that the teachers made a limited eye contact with the children while story reading, they did not adjust their tones according to the characters and carry out an activity except asking questions about the story in the post-story reading process.
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1. Introduction
The concept of children’s literature developed on the basis that childhood is a special period at the beginning of the 17th century (Tüfekçi-Can, 2014). Products of children’s literature developing awareness about social and cultural values and beliefs in children (Garzotto, Paolini & Sabiescu, 2010; Saracho & Spodek, 2010) may support learning in many areas of teaching while chosen according to the teaching targets in that area such as literacy-writing, language, science (Goins, 2004), geography (Hannibal, Vasiliev & Lin, 2002), mathematics (Keat & Wilburne, 2009) and social-emotional features (Sackes, Trundle & Flevares, 2009). Preschool children’s books encompass books prepared for children aged 0-7 years (Ural, 2013). For children in the preschool period, books with less writing and more pictures are recommended (Bailey, 2009). In the relevant literature, for preschool children’s books generally the terms story book and picture book (Temizyürek, Şahbaz & Gürel, 2016; Yılar, 2015) appear to be used. Picture books are children’s first experience with literature (Tuğrul & Feyman, 2006). Picture books on one hand support children’s acquisition of knowledge and
comprehension skills (Mantzicopoulos & Patrick, 2011) and on the other hand contribute to children’s language development and vocabulary and support their understanding of themselves, gaining socialization, artistic and cultural experiences, and enjoyment (İpek-Yükselen, 2013; Ural, 2013).

1.1. Literature review

Picture books written for children in the preschool period can be investigated in two categories of fictional-narrative and non-fiction-informative. While picture books written with the aim of fulfilling children’s desire and need to learn about certain topics, events, concepts, or situations (Tüfekçi-Can, 2014) and increasing children’s knowledge about people, objects and events (Reese & Harris, 1997) are called informative books, picture books without a direct teaching aim are called fiction-narrative books. There are some differences between the informative and fiction-narrative books in terms of form and content and these differences affect the language and reading styles of readers (Torr & Clugston, 1999). When examined in terms of form and content, informative books commonly contain explanatory-descriptive text (Tüfekçi-Can, 2014) and generally the events and characters are real, while narrative-fiction books generally contain imaginary events and characters (Rodriguez, 2013). Research completed with preschool teachers found that teachers are limited in terms of type to the books they can use in class and they read more narrative books compared to informative books in classes (Pentimonti, Zucker & Justice, 2011; Yükselen, Yumuş & İşık, 2016). In the early childhood period, presentation of informative books in addition to story books to children will make it easier for children to understand these types of text in future years (Duke & Kağan, 1998). There are a variety of differences between informative and story books in terms of expression, use of literary language and presentation of events (Donavan & Smolkin, 2001; Torr & Clugston, 1999):

- Narrative books use the past tense while informative books use the timeless present tense.
- Narrative books have an event pattern in the form of introduction, complication, crisis, and solution.
- Informative books involve concerns about classifying events according to general features.
- Narrative books focus on literature elements (sound repetition, repetitions, metaphor) while informative books focus on technical terms and elements (synonyms, antonyms, analogies).
- Narrative books may be real or imagined. Additionally, these books contain non-technical language used in daily life.

1.1.1. Research into picture books in Turkey

The book called Hedgehog Tale written in 1974 by Can Göknil is accepted as the first picture book aimed at preschool children in Turkey (Gönen, 2013). From this date on, with the acceptance of children’s rights and focus on the child in education, both royalty and translated children’s books increased in number and in parallel research related to children’s picture books increased. This research appears to be about topics like investigation of the internal and external structural features of children’s picture books (Dağlıoğlu & Çamlıbel-Çakmak, 2009; Dilek, 2017; Gönen, 1993; Gönen, Uludağ, Fındık-Tanrıbuyurdu & Tüfekçi, 2014; İştan, 2016;), investigation in terms of concepts (Kılıç, Değirmenci, Ünsal & Uyamk-Balat, 2017) and values (Körükçü, Acun-Kapıkıran & Aral, 2016) contained, opinions of preschool teachers about book selection and children’s books (Yükselen, Yumuş & İşık, 2016) and reading methods and strategies for children’s books for preschool teachers in class (Deniz, 2018; Şimşek, 2017).

1.1.2. Story reading activities

Book reading activities in preschool education classes are generally completed by the teacher reading the book using a loud voice. When children hear books read aloud, they hear the sounds of the words, recognize the sounds of the words, learn the meaning of the words through the pictures
included in the story and begin to notice how these words are represented in writing. In this way, the motivation of children who love books to read is increased (Beaty, 2009). In Turkey, the importance of reading books to children is emphasized in the preschool education program guidebook (MEB, 2013) with teachers performing reading activities in class encouraged to chat with the children after reading and ask questions about the main event in the story, characters, problems created in the story and about introduction, development and outcomes. Additionally, the necessity to introduce children to elements like basic features of picture books such as the pictures, writing, color, and size along with discussions about authors and illustrators is mentioned (MEB, 2013). Book reading activities without any planning or preparation may be enjoyable in preschool education classes; however, the instructional contribution to the children will be limited (Kindle, 2001). Before teachers begin story-reading activities in class, they should read the chosen book once themselves, develop an understanding about how to present it to the children, then read the book aloud themselves and note the elements they wish to emphasize to the children (comic words, etc.). When reading the content of the book, if the teacher transforms words like *slammed, sneezed, snored* into actions while reading (sound of sneezing, sound of slamming, making a snoring sound) it will increase children’s attention. At the end of the story, simple questions should be asked related to the story (what character did you like most, do you remember what the sheep said?). Additionally, it is important to use the topic, concept, character or locations in the story in other activities (games, art, etc.). Reading the story in individual or small groups and repeatedly reading the book is important in terms of children gaining more benefit from story-reading activities (Beaty, 2009).

Teachers make the decision about what book to read and how it is read in preschool education classes (Kindle, 2001). Research has shown that preschool teachers have limited knowledge about diverse types of children’s books (Bağcı Ayrancı & Aytaş, 2017), and additionally their duration in the profession was shown to be effective on the selection and reading of picture story books by preschool teachers (Hsiao & Chang, 2016). In the relevant literature there are research findings showing that different strategies are used during and after reading by teachers performing book reading activities in preschool education classes (Bay & Çetin, 2014). Research findings in the context of book reading in preschool education classes have revealed differences in the strategies and methods used even if the teacher reads the same books to different classes, with differences in terms of the language and early literacy skills obtained from these readings by preschool children (Kindle, 2001; Wasik & Bond, 2001) and their participation in the story reading process (Moschovaki, Meadows & Pellegrini, 2007). Research results show that teachers use different strategies for book reading processes in preschool education classes. These differences are revealed in the context of including motivating activities before reading the book (poems, finger games, chats, etc.) (Tarım, 2015), interacting with the children while reading (Ergül, Akoğlu, Sarica, Tufan & Karaman, 2015; Şimşek, 2017 & Tetik, 2015) and asking the children questions after reading (Işıkoglu, Erdoğan & Akay, 2015; Işıkoglu, Atan, Asar, Mumcular, Yüce, Kiraç & Kilimlioğlu, 2016). Reading/sharing of picture books by adults (teacher-parents) and strategies used in this sharing are associated with the language and literacy of children (Zucker, Cabell, Justice, Pentimonti & Kaderavek, 2013) and their received and expressive language skills (Deniz, 2018; Gönen, 1989; Robertson & Reese, 2017; Şimşek, 2017).

As children in the preschool period do not know how to read, parents and teachers take on a mediating role between books and children. Correct selection of books by parents and teachers (Çer, 2016; Sever, 2003) and correct presentation of books to children give the message that books are sources of entertainment and knowledge and contribute to a love of books (Gönen, 1993; Ural, 2013). In Turkey in recent years there has been an increase in research about reading methods and strategies for teachers of preschool education classes and it is understood that teachers are mainly assessed when reading books they have chosen. In this research, two different children’s book types (informative and
story book) were given by the researchers and teachers were requested to read them to the class. Additionally, distribution of book centers in classes were investigated according to book type and the aim was in-depth research by inquiring about teacher’s opinions of children’s books. In this context, it is considered this research will contribute to the relevant literature in our country.

1.2. Research questions

In line with the information above, it can be said that picture books provide significant contribution to children; however, this contribution is closely related to the teacher’s thoughts about the variety of books provided in the classroom and about the contribution of these books to children and how the teachers read the books to the class. In this context, this research aimed to seek answers to the question; how are picture books used in preschool education classes? Within the framework of this main question, other questions included in the scope of the research are stated as follows:

1. What are teachers’ opinions about children’s books?
2. What types of books are present in preschool education classrooms?
3. How do teachers read books in class?

2. Method

The present study adopted the case study design of the qualitative research methods and the participants were determined through the purposive sampling technique. Case studies are an appropriate pattern for cases investigated in the context of real life and more than one data source is present (Merriam, 2013).

2.1. Participants

In this study, preschool teachers and 4th class preservice teachers were given books by the researchers and required to read the books while being recorded on video. As a result, firstly research permission was obtained from the Provincial Directorate of National Education to perform the research in Denizli provincial center. Then schools were visited, and the study was explained, and the study began with 16 teachers who volunteered to participate. Of these 16 teachers, 10 answered the interview questions, and accepted recording of all books in the classroom; however, they did not accept video recording of the book reading activity. The remaining 6 teachers both filled in the interview form, accepted recording of all books in the classroom and video recording of the book reading activity while reading books provided by the researchers.

The study group consisted of sixteen preschool teachers working in pre-school education institutions in Denizli city center and six 4th grade prospective preschool teachers who were doing their internship in the classroom of these teachers. All teachers had a bachelor's degree, and they had at least 5 years of teaching experience and were working with children at five years old. All teachers completed the interview form prepared by the researchers and the names of the books in the book center of their class were recorded. Story reading work were carried out with six teachers (among sixteen teachers) and six prospective teacher (were doing their internship in the classroom of these teachers) who volunteered to participate in the study. The purpose of this study was not to observe the prospective teachers but to examine the children’s participation in the reading of a different adult rather than a teacher who knew them. For this reason, the expression “prospective teacher” was not used in the text. In Table 1, the teachers and the research classes were indicated with codes. The code “CR1, T1, 15 min, 10 CHN” refer to “The first(1st) class, the first(1st) teacher, 15 minutes reading
time, and the number of the children in the group was 10”. During coding T1 indicates a class teacher while T2 is a preservice teacher.

2.2. Instrument(s)

Three different data collection instruments were employed in the study.

**Interview form:** The interview form was developed by the researchers to determine the opinions of the teachers on picture book selection for their classes, the children's interest in the storybooks and their practices regarding the storybooks in their classes. The form was arranged in line with opinions from three experts in the field. The forms were filled out in written.

**Documents:** A list for the picture books in the classes was prepared and examined in terms of their genre.

**Video recording:** The researchers designated 11 books (6 narrative-fictional / 5 informational), all of which were composed of the picture books. The fundamental criterion for book selection was to be narrative-fictional or informational. Each class had 4 books including at least an informational and narrative-fictional book. The prospective teachers and the class teachers read two books for each and their readings were recorded. There was no guidance as to which books would be read by the prospective teacher or the class teacher, and when and how the reading would be practiced. The information about the picture books used in the story reading work is indicated below.

- Burcu and Berk: Our emotions / Burcu and Berk: Safety looking out for yourself: Defne Ongun Müminoğlu (author)
- The windy day / On the lake / The rainy day / How high is the sky? / How deep is the sea?: Anna Milbourne (author)
- Tali becomes self-confident / Tali Stands up for Himself: Berrin Göncü Işıkçıoğlu (author)
- Alper: I want to win all the time / Burcu: No one wants to play with me: Nurşen Şirin (author)

2.3. Data analysis

The data obtained from the interview questions were analyzed through descriptive analysis and content analysis technique. In the analysis stage, firstly responses by teachers on the interview form had statements selected as key-focus by the researchers and responses in the form of words/short sentences were recorded sequentially in an excel file. Responses related to each other were grouped using color codes. The responses of teachers were read once by the researchers. On the second reading, statements emphasized by teachers were written one after the other (words-sentences). Later these statements were grouped reflecting common features. Finally, categories/themes encompassing statements in each group and sub-categories within these categories were created (Weber, 1985; cited Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2003).

The lists of the books in the classes were reviewed twice. While the researchers categorized the books as individual books (books which are sold as a package with 6-50 books covering the books of one or more authors for a specific purpose) in the first review, they grouped them as tale, story, books on Atatürk, books on cartoon characters in the second review. Video contents were monitored by two researchers as they were (order of the seating, position of the teacher, dialogues, attitude of the teacher in reading, number of the children). Later, the contents were analyzed based on the descriptive analysis technique and, they were grouped and tabulated by common consent under the headings of pre-story reading, while-story reading and post-story reading in the related literature. Then the tables were summarized and presented.
3. Results

In this part, the books in the preschool classes, the opinions of the teachers on the picture books and teacher story reading practices were presented separately.

3.1. Findings about the books in the research classes

![Figure 1. Picture storybooks found in classes](image)
Figure 2. Tales found in classes

Figure 1 presents the details of the picture books in the preschool classes where the research is conducted. Since they were directly referenced by the publishing houses, the names of the books in the set-series (of a particular author, multi-author or collective) were not specified. A total of 51 sets of books were reached. While the book sets were mainly about values (responsibility, cooperation,
sharing, honesty, humility, etc.), problems encountered in everyday life, a limited number of sets (9 pieces) included books on concepts, science and nature. The book sets ranged from 6 to 50. Figure 2 represents the tales found in classes. The presence of books and tales which are written by a certain author or multiple writers by considering specific concepts and subjects in the classes directly suggest that the teachers consider the content (subject) characteristics of books rather than literary, aesthetic, language, and visual features.

3.2. Findings about the teachers’ opinions regarding book selection, the features of the picture books and story reading practices

3.2.1. The sufficiency of the available books and other books that can be added to the library

In answer to the questions “are there sufficient books in your classroom? would you like other books in your classroom?,” five teachers (T1, T4, T9, T14, T16) considered they had sufficient books in their classroom. When teacher’s responses are evaluated, different themes were determined. These are

- Related to science (scientific books, books about science and space, encyclopedias, books related to science and nature, books related to science and mathematics). Eight teachers responded based on this: (T3, T5, T7, T10, T12, T8, T11, T2)
- Books related to certain days and weeks: (T15)
- Books related to behavior and value education: (T10, T2)
- Books with different forms and functions (interactive, large size/large pictures, moveable, different shapes). Three teachers responded based on this theme: (T6, T7, T11)

It is noteworthy that teachers requested books containing information about certain topics in addition to the books available to them. Books included in the first three themes are topic-focused, while books in the fourth theme are focused on form and function characteristics.

3.2.2. The criteria taken into consideration in book selection

Except for one teacher (T16, I did not choose the books), all the teachers expressed that while some books were chosen by the previous teachers, others were chosen by themselves.

When responses to the question of what criteria was used to choose the books in the classroom are assessed, four different themes were obtained. These are:

- Topic and content of the book (language used, instructional, topic, content, appropriate for the program): (T1, T2, T3, T4, T6, T7, T8, T9, T14, T15)
- Visuals: (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T7, T8, T9, T11, T14, T15)
- Form characteristics (page numbers, paper quality, size of the book, size of text, writing-picture ratio): T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T9, T11, T14, T15
- Development features of children (age, development): (T1, T2, T5, T7, T9, T10, T11, T13, T14, T15)

3.2.3. The children’s favorite books according to the teachers

According to the teachers, the preschool children love tales (classics, fables, tales on supernatural powers, didactics, the ones having topics close to everyday life) and books which include examples of their own lives and they can transfer to their daily lives (tooth brushing, animals, germs, babies), and the books on scientific subjects, sky, animals, and natural events.
3.2.4. The contributions of the books to the children according to the teachers

In answer to the question of “according to you, what contributions do children receive from children’s books?” two different themes were obtained. The first of these is contribution to development while the second is called love of books. The development contribution theme contains two sub-themes of social emotional development and language and cognitive development. This finding shows that teachers focus more on ensuring contribution to children’s development with children’s books.

Promoting socio-emotional development: empathy, social relations, self-confidence, self-expression, learning the rules for classroom and society (T1, T2, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16)

Supporting language and cognitive development: language development, gathering attention, promoting attention duration, vocabulary knowledge, eloquence, learning, imagination, mental development, supporting comprehension and narrative skills, problem solving (T1, T2, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16)

Creating a love of books: (T4)

3.2.5. Teachers practice of story reading activities in their class (according to their opinions)

The answers to the question of how they practiced story reading activities in their class revealed that they had a conversation with the children about the subject of the story, read a poem about the subject, told nursery rhyme or played finger game, asked them to guess the title of the book and the characters in the book in the pre-story reading process. It was understood that the teachers used different techniques and posed questions to the children in the while-story reading process. Finally, they expressed that they asked questions about the story, asked them to tell the story and acted it out / dramatized in the post-story reading procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-story reading</th>
<th>While-story reading</th>
<th>Post-story reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nursery rhyme,</td>
<td>reading the story</td>
<td>asking questions about the story (characters, plots),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riddle,</td>
<td>asking a question when distracted</td>
<td>summarizing/telling the story,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finger game,</td>
<td>using different narrative techniques (flashcards, slides, puppet)</td>
<td>acting out the story, dramatization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparing with poem,</td>
<td>let them guess the end of the story</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>telling the title of the story,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>having conversation about the story,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finger game,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pictures about the book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naming the story,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-conversation,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4. Teachers’ opinions on story reading practices*
3.2.6. Findings about teachers’ story reading practices (according to video recording)

The story reading videos of the teachers were presented in Table 1 by grouping as pre-story reading, while-story reading and post-story reading based on the literature of the story reading models and post-story reading activities. These three themes were determined by noting the classifications in the relevant literature (Işıtan, 2013).

Table 1. Findings obtained from the story reading videos in the classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burcu and Berke: Our emotions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Before-story reading</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR2, T2, 15 min, 12 CHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting on the chair. No conversation about the book, the teacher directly starts reading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR3, T1, 18 min, 17 CHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting on the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the book? which characters could be in the book?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The answers: -fight, -lightning, -smoke, -there's lightning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which characters are in the book?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-The child and his sister are fighting, -child, -mother, -sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR1, T2, 14 min, 7 CHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting on the children’s chair. There is a conversation about the book (Let’s review it (by showing the book cover) and guess the title of the book)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The answers: they are going home, -sea,-the children are playing,-they have to build a tower,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question: Who is in the story?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-No answer by the children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>While-story reading</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR2, T2, 15 min, 12 CHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher reaches her arm out in the direction of her hand with the book, leans forward and reads the book. She occasionally shows the pictures. Extremely limited eye contact, her tone adjusts according to the characters and the topic, limited use of gestures and mimics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question: What does a veterinarian mean?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The answers: He heals animals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher continues to read without commenting. Some children are lying on the floor, some are talking to each other. The teacher firstly tries to direct the children to the book by drawing attention to the picture on the page (Look! how funny the dog looks like) She then warns the children by calling their names stressed (Ali! Kerem! Kıvanç!).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR3, T1, 18 min, 17 CHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher reaches her arm out in the direction of her hand with the book, leans forward and reads the book. She occasionally shows the pictures. Extremely limited eye contact, her tone does not change according to the character or the topic, no use of gestures and mimics. She continues to read with a flat, unstressed, and distorted diction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The children approach her to see the pictures. Some children are sitting in the chair to stand up, some are moving with the chair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher warns them: Duru, could you go back? - could you sit down? -please, do not approach- please, do not stand up- do not ripple in the chair…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CR1, T2, 14 min, 7 CHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher firstly shows the page she will read to the children, then reaches her arm out in the direction of her hand with the book, leans forward and reads the book without an eye contact. She does not use gestures and mimics, and her tone is unstressed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question: What do you think they can do to make their mothers happy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The answers: They may wipe the dog, - it should be cleaned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The children are either lying, standing, or moving away from the area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| The teacher’s reaction: Bedirhan! Buse, could you sit down! Bedirhan, why are you making me sad? Kerem! Mmmm, look how happy they are when they see the dog clean (He is showing the picture) Ömer, come here!
After-story reading

**CR2, T2, 15 min, 12 CHN:** The teacher asks a question “Did you have such feelings?”

The answers: - When I squeezed my hand - I’m afraid of the dark - I’ll be happy when I see a rabbit - I’ll be happy when I surprise my mom - I’ll be happy when I find a dog - I’ll be happy when I get a present for my mom on Mother’s Day.

**CR3, T1, 18 min, 17 CHN:** There is no post-reading activity.

**CR1, T2, 14 min, 7 CHN:** The teacher asks a question (What does the story tell?)
- Berk felt sad.
- Why?
- Her mother was angry
- Why was she angry?
- Because he painted the dog.

**How high is the sky?**

Before-story reading

**CR4, T2, 13 min, 8 CHN:** The teacher is in her chair. The children are kneeling one after the other a bit away from him. No conversation about the book (With an expression “I’ll read a book, let’s see what you’ve got to read”, he starts to read.) They are looking at her and the book silently.

**CR3, T1, 10 min, 17 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting on the chair. There is a conversation about the book (in your opinion, what could be the title of the book? which characters could be in the book?)

The answers: - penguin - pengus - flying penguin - kangaroo - funny penguin (he repeats each answer loudly) - penguin - birthday - storks

**CR2, T2, 12 min, 12 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting on the chair. There is a conversation about the book (in your opinion, what could be the title of the book? which characters could be in the book?)

The answers: - flying penguin, penguin looking for help, penguin

While-story reading

**CR4, T2, 13 min, 8 CHN:** The teacher reaches her arm out in the direction of her hand with the book, leans forward and reads the book. She does not show the pictures. Extremely limited eye contact (she shortly looks at them when the reading is over), her tone changes according to the character and the topic. No use of gestures and mimics. They approach her to see the pictures and try to get ahead of each other.

The teacher: Do not approach me!

After the first page, she asks how high the sky is.

The answers: too much, as high as the clouds, smoke.

Question: What will Pipkin get on with the astronaut? - the rocket

Question: Where will the rocket go? - to the sky

**CR3, T1, 10 min, 17 CHN:** The teacher holds the book a bit away from herself, leans towards one side and continues to read without an eye contact; she sometimes shows the pictures, does not change her tone according to the characters and does not use gestures and mimics. She has a flat and unstressed diction and there is a problem with the diction and pronunciation. The children are talking to each other, the chairs are moving back and forth.

- Teacher! Mustafa went forward. Some children approach her to see the pictures.
- Teacher: Dilruba! Go back Mustafa!

Question: What could have happened later? (The page where Pipkin meets the astronauts)

The answers: he flew up – he went to Antalya - he went to Bursa - he went to the sky by shambling.

Who can tell what could have happened later?

The answers: (The child is next to the teacher, she is holding the book and it is closed.) - they could have gone home. - they went into space, they saw the earth, the planets, and the stars. - they were scared and then came home.
**CR2, T2, 12 min, 12 CHN:** The teacher holds the book open to them in her lap. She leans over the book, looks at the children before a new page, bends back again to read the other page.

Question: (After reading the first page) she asks what could have happened later.

The answers: he went to the sky – he flew up (the children continue to ask for the floor, but she maintains to read by ignoring them.)

Question: After reading the page where Pipkin gets on the rocket, she asks what could have happened later.

The answers: - they went to space, - they went to the moon.

Question: What was Pipkin’s response? How high was the sky?

The answers: his dad bought a plane and he learned to fly it.

**After-story reading**

**CR4, T2, 13 min, 8 CHN:** The teacher asks a question “What does Pipkin most wonder?”

The answers: - how high is the sky? – the sky

The teacher: The sky is the atmosphere we breathe, Pipkin does not worry about it, he wonders how high the sky is.

Question: Well, did he find how high the sky was? (She responses herself: partially)

**CR3, T1, 10 min, 17 CHN:** There is no post-reading activity.

**CR2, T2, 12 min, 12 CHN:** Question: What was Pipkin wondering? – how high the sky was

Question: Who were the characters in the story?

Ali! Berk! (she warns the boy talking with his friend) The answers: - flying up - higher than clouds, to the space - stork and its mother (they are talking to each other.)

**The windy day**

**Before-story reading**

**CR1, T1, 12 min, 11 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are on the floor cushion. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the book? which characters could be in the book?)

The answers: Ayşe and her sister are flying kites-Fatma and Ayşe are walking around - Ayşe, her sister, the dog

**CR5, T2, 17 min, 12 CHN:** The teacher is standing out, the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the story (who could be characters in the story?)

The answers: the wind, - shaking leaf, - the child gets his kite.

**CR3, T2, 6 min, 12 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the book?)

The answers: - kite in the air - the wind blew the children’s toys. – weather condition – plane in the air - plane flying like a bird.

**While-story reading**

**CR1, T1, 12 min, 11 CHN:** The teacher holds the books away, lean towards her sideways and reads it without an eye contact. She shows the page after reading the text.

Question: Do you know what swings the trees from one side to the other? The animals hide into the stacks of fallen leaves to escape from the cool wind. …. What could have happened later? The answers: - wind- there is no more answer

They are swinging, lying on the floor, standing up. Teacher: Come on, listen to the story! (warning for the speaking child) – Let’s sit, - Emirhan! (warning for the child lying on the floor)

**CR5 T2, 17 min, 12 CHN:** The teacher holds it a bit away from herself, tells them to keep silence and says that she will ask a question after the reading. She reads it without an eye contact, intonation or showing the pictures. She has a quite high tone. Some children approach her to look at the book, some play with their shoes or their friends’ hair. She warns them by either calling their names or looking at them by emphasizing the words very loudly and exaggeratedly:

**CR3, T2, 6 min, 12 CHN:** The teacher holds it away from herself and in her sideways. She reads without an eye contact, looks at them and shows the pictures when the reading is over. She sometimes supports the text with
the gestures.

Question: So, what does the wind work? (She answers herself: The seeds of the white tree fall into the ground and it creates new trees there)

Question: What caused the seeds of white tree to fall? The wind

Question: What is on this page? (by showing the page with the wind turbines), what happens there? (She answers herself: they are wind turbines, they produce electricity.)

Question: Well, what dries the clothes? The answers: the sun, -the wind

Comment: Although it is not windy here, there are the windy areas in various parts of the world. There is the wind as the earth rotates.

Question: Well, is the earth tired while rotating? (she comments herself: I don’t know about it, let’s leave it to our imagination)

The answers: -the wind -the boat sank in the sea -shattered ships- the weather is sometimes sunny, sometimes cold.

**After-story reading**

**CR1, T1, 12 min, 11 CHN:** The teacher asks a question: who will tell what happened in our story? The answers: -there was a wind -the leaves of the tree flew, -the kite flew.

**CR5 T2, 17min, 12 CHN:** Question: -Yes, kids! what is the wind? -air

Question: can we see the wind? – feel it? –no -yes

Question: how do we feel it? – it gets cold- we notice that the leaves fly. – we feel when it hits us.

**CR3, T2, 6 min, 12 CHN:** Question: What is the story about? What happens after the wind?
The answers: -wind -boat sank in the sea -the ships were shattered – it is sometimes sunny, sometimes cold.

**On the lake**

**Before-story reading**

**CR6, T1, 8 min, 14 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (What could be the story about?) The answers: - frog

**CR1, T2, 7 min, 6 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the book? What could be the story about?)
The answers: - frog- kermit the frog -mother frog - dolphin -shark

**While-story reading**

**CR6, T1, 8 min, 14 CHN:** The teacher holds the book away from herself and reads it without an eye contact. There is no intonation. Her tone does not change according to the characters. She reads loudly.

Question: What will come out of the egg? The answers: - frog

Question: Why is it called “tadpole”? No answer.

**CR1, T2, 7 min, 6 CHN:**
The teacher leans over and reads the book. After reading, she moves it to the left and right and shows it to the children. She changes her tone and animates the characters.

Question: He felt a shadow on him…. What could have happened later? The answers: -shark, -ship

Teacher’s comment: it becomes a tadpole.

**After-story reading**

**CR6, T1, 8 min, 14 CHN:** Question: what was the story about? Where is the frog live?
The answers: frog-tadpole-in the water- lake
Teacher: It had a name. Isn’t it a lake?

**CR1, T2, 7 min, 6 CHN:** Who wants to tell it?
The answers: He tried to eat a big fish, –the tadpole grew up.

The rainy day

**While-story reading**
CR6, T1, 11 min, 14 CHN:
The teacher holds the book in her lap, leans forward and reads it without an eye contact. She correctly intonates the repeated expressions. (it grows up, grows up, grows up…) Her tone does not change according to the character,
After reading, she shows the book all the class.
Question: Did you wonder why the clouds form? What was firstly there in the air? What happened later?
Later….  
Yes- No
They are swinging in the chair, some are moving with the chairs.
Concentration: The teacher says, “let’s look at this illustration” and shows it to the all class in order to concentrate them again.
Concentration: The story is not over. Let’s see what could have happened later?
CR2, T1, 8 min, 12 CHN: Why does the rain occur? The answers: it is hailing-water-snow-water drop- it rained later.
Question: What happens after the rain? The answers: puddle
Question: What happens when there is both rain and sun? The answers: rainbow –
- Teacher, I saw a real rainbow
-me too, me too, me too …

After-story reading

CR6, I, 11 min, 14 CHN: Who wants to tell it?
Firstly, they are not attending. Then she asks by directly telling their names
The answers: –It rained –It became sunny.
CR2, T1, 8 min, 12 CHN: We are having rainy days these days, right?
The answers: when the clouds collide, it rains. –we take our umbrella not to get wet –I once climbed to the balcony while raining and a real lighting struck.
How deep is the sea?

Before-story reading

CR4, T1, 13 min, 8 CHN: The teacher is in her chair, the children are kneeling one after the other. There is a conversation about a book (what could be the title of the book? what characters could be in the story?)
The answers: the little penguin wonders- the penguin travels in the sea- the fish swims- under the sea- the little penguin is looking for a fish to eat- pengi- seal
CR6, T8-1, 12min, 15 CHN: U-shaped, the teacher and children are in the chair. No conversation about the book.

While-story reading

CR4, T1, 13 min, 8 CHN: The teacher holds it a bit away from herself, tells them to keep silence, says that she will ask questions after the reading, and reads it without an eye contact, intonation or showing the pictures. More importantly, she reads the book with curiosity imprecisely.
Question: -It jumped into the sea. What could he have asked the fish?
Question: What could be the whale’s answer? (-teacher, I can’t see)
Berk! Aral !(warning)
Question: The underwater vehicle crashed into the bottom. What could have happened later?
The answers: people can die- it was shattered- it was broken
- Teacher, did the story end?
They swing, want to leave the area, lie on the floor. They push each other, some are leaving the area.
Teacher: it is almost finished.
CR6, T8-1, 12 min, 15 CHN: The teacher holds it away from herself and in her sideways and reads it. She shows the pictures after the reading. She adds feeling to the reading. There is intonation and stress.
After-story reading

**CR4, T1, 13 min, 8 CHN:** The children are moving back and forth in the chair, talking to each other and asking the teacher whether it is over. The teacher: Ok, I’ll ask a few questions and then it’ll finish.

  Question: Who was the main character? The answers: Pipkin
  
  Question: How deep is the sea? The answers: very deep
  – Teacher! I can’t see.
  
  Question: Who did he encounter last? The answers: – with a dog
  
  Question: What colour was the underwater vehicle?

**CR6, T8-1, 12min, 15 CHN:**

  Question: What did Pipkin most wonder? The answers: the bottom of the sea, how deep the sea is
  
  Question: Are there things you wonder about? No answer
  - There is very noise. I can’t hear.
  
  Question: What are you doing to learn things you wonder? No answer
  
  Question: I cannot hear what Pipkin did. It is almost finished. No answer

**Burcu and Berk: Safety looking out for yourself**

Before-story reading

**CR4, T1, 13 min, 8 CHN:** The teacher is sitting in her chair, the children are kneeling one after the other. There is a conversation about the book (what could the title of the story? who could be in the story?)

  The answers: – he is riding a bike- he is going to the sea- he is wearing a mask.

**CR5, T2, 17 min, 11 CHN:**

  U-shaped, the teacher stands and walks in the class, the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could the title of the book?)

  The answers: - Elif, her mother and father are swimming in the—she is swimming in the sea - Zeynep is going to the sea.

While-story reading

**CR4, T1, 13 min, 8 CHN:** The teacher holds it a bit away from herself, tells them to keep silence and says that she will ask a question after the reading. She reads it without an eye contact, intonation or showing the pictures. They move forward to see the book.

  Teacher: - ok, go back to your place.
  
  Question: - What did he forget? The answers:
  - Teacher, I can’t see.
  
  - he didn’t check your right and left- he can die- a car can crash (they want to maintain to guess but the teacher continues to read by saying “it is enough”)

  They swing, want to leave the area, lie on the floor, and push each other. Some of them are leaving the area.

  A child asks if he can replace the object he finds on the floor.

  Teacher: - stand up, please (warning for the child lying on the floor)
  – sit down, please (warning for the child standing).
  
  - we were quiet, right? - Fatma Nur, Ece! – are you listening to me?
  
  - Seçkin, please (warning for the child lying on the floor) – do you listen to me?
  
  – it’s almost finished
  
  - Seçkin, stand up I’m warning you last time
  
  – Come on, do not go! It’s almost finished (warning for the children who want to leave the area) …

**CR5 T2, 17 min, 11 CHN:** The teacher holds it towards herself without an eye contact. She stands and sometimes reads at some point, sometimes walks, sometimes shows pictures. She reads very loudly.

  Question: What did he forget? (the first page) The answers:
Yes, you’re right (she gives feedback to their responses)

The children move in the chair, play with their slippers, swing, hug others, and asks whether the class is over. The teacher looks at them and continues to read with a louder tone.

After-story reading

**CR4, T1, 13 min, 8 CHN:** Question: Who were the characters in the story?

Question: What did they stay away from? –the scissor is dangerous

Question: What's the police phone number? -155

-The children ask whether it has finished, they are swinging back and forth in the chair and playing with their shoes.

**CR5 T2, 17 min, 11 CHN:** Question: Who can tell what happened in the story?

The answers: -I’m thirsty - there was a dog and people.

**Tali becomes self-confident**

Before-story reading

**CR2, T1, 9 min, 15 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the book?)

The answers: -rabbit, -Tali becomes self-confident

Teacher: she starts to read by saying “you know how to read.”

**CR6, T2, 8 min, 20 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the story? who could be in the story?)

The answers: -rabbit, -Tali- other books of the series have been read in the class.

While-story reading

**CR2, T1, 9 min, 15 CHN:** The teacher holds the book away from herself in her sideways without an eye contact. She looks at the children when the reading is over.

Question: Which one is Tali?

**CR6, T2, 8 min, 20 CHN:** The teacher holds the book away from herself in her sideways without an eye contact. She looks at the children when the reading is over. She shows the pictures but everyone cannot see them. She changes her tone according to the characters.

Question: What did Tali’s mother tell him?

The answers: something to cheer him up –eat carrot –you can play with the toy.

After-story reading

**CR2, T1, 9 min, 15 CHN:** Question: what was the story about?

The answers: he was drawing a picture – (they are joking with one another)

Question: Who were the characters in the story?

The answers:-mother-Tali-teacher-his friends

**CR6, T2, 8 min, 20 CHN:** Question: Why was Tali sad? –he couldn’t score.

Question: What did her mother say? –you can draw a picture.

Question: what was he good at? -drawing

Question: Why is the dolphin crying? –since there is no sea.

Question: Well, what are you good at?

I am good at drawing a house.
-I am good at drawing picture.
-I am good at tidying my toys up.
-I am good at helping my father.

Comment: Yes, so we all are good at different issues.

**Tali stands up for himself**

Before-story reading
**CR6, T2, 8 min, 20 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. No conversation about the book.

**CR5, T1, 10 min, 14 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (what could be the title of the story? who’s in the story?)

The answers: - mouse - toy – mouse – toy – rabbit - sister

### While-story reading

**CR6, T2, 8 min, 20 CHN:** The teacher holds the book in her sideways and reads it without an eye contact.

**CR5, T1, 10 min, 14 CHN:** The teacher holds the book away from herself in her sideways and reads it without an eye contact. In the pre-reading, she shows the pictures to the children. No stress and intonation.

Question: …He felt a glow of jealousy. Well, what could happen then?

The answers: he demolished the tower - they continued to work as a builder

(the teacher warns the children lying and shaking in the chair) Ayşe! Ahmet!

### After-story reading

**CR6, T2, 8 min, 20 CHN:** Our story is over.

Question: Why did Rafiş demolish Tali’s tower? – He envied Tali.

Question: How will you feel if someone demolishes your tower? – I’ll get angry – I’ll feel sad.

3. When the tower fell over, what was on Tali’s mind? He thought of demolishing his tower.

Question: Why didn’t do it? - he remembered the promise he had made to his teacher.

Question: What did Tali tell Rafiş?

The children are starting to move, do not answer (the questions in the last page of the book)

**CR5, T1, 10 min, 14 CHN:**

Question: Do you encounter such things? They do not answer. The teacher asks some children by saying their name.

Question: Who can tell the characters in the story?

Question: Who were they? What happened? Who demolished the tower?

The children are moving away from the area.

**Alper: I want to win all the time**

### Before-story reading

**CR3, T2, 10 min, 10 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. There is a conversation about the book (What is the title of the story?)

The answers: - trees, - stones

**CR1, T1, 17 min, 11 CHN:** U-shaped, the teacher and the children are sitting on the beanbag. There is a conversation about the book (what is the title of the story? who’s in the story?)

The answers: - Ayşe and Fatma went out with their dog, - there are two children: the one is next to his friend, the other is hiding, - Ali is with his friends, dog and cat, - cat, - dog, - Ayşe and Fatma

### While-story reading

**CR3, S2, 10 min, 10 CHN:** The teacher holds it away and in her sideways, does not make an eye contact, sometimes intonates and shows the pictures.

Question: He did not want to leave the game. Then what could have happened?

The answers: - he fought, - he won, he had cut his curly hair, - he said “I should win”, - he jokingly clawed them.

**CR1, T1, 17 min, 11 CHN:** The teacher reads the book by holding it in her sideways and does not make an eye contact. There is no stress, intonation or gestures. She occasionally shows the pictures to the children.

Question: Alper was panting when he came to the door. Then what could have happened?

The answers: - he entered the house – his mother asked what happened, he said that they did not play with him - His mother requested the children to play with him.

Some children are standing, some are swaying. Two of them are hugging each other. The others are talking among themselves and lying on the floor.
Teacher: Alper, Kerem take your place—kids! Ege Ege Ege... Gökçe, you too!

**After-story reading**

**CR3, T2, 10 CHN:** There is no post-reading activity.

**CR1, T1, 17 min, 11 CHN:** Well, it’s over. Question: what’s going on in the story? The answers: the children continue to roll and talk—he did not want to leave the game.

**Burcu:** No one wants to play with me

**Before-story reading**

**CR5, T1, 18 min, 14 CHN:** The teacher and the children are sitting in the chair. No conversation about the book.

**CR4, T2, 15 min, 10 CHN:** The teacher is sitting in her chair, the children are kneeling one after the other. No conversation about the book.

While-story reading

**CR5, T1, 18 min, 14 CHN:** The teacher makes an eye contact with the children by holding the book on her sideways. She shows the pictures and changes her voice tone according to the flow of the story.

Question: Can the parrot talk? I once saw a lamb in the zoo.

Question: Do you make friends with younger children, too? -yes

Question: Who would make friends with the little girl if he/she were Burcu? -me

**CR4, T2, 15 min, 10 CHN:** The teacher reads the book by leaning forward and holding it in her lap, and does not make an eye contact. When the reading is over, she shortly looks at the children.

Question: Why did Burcu cry? The answers: they did not play with her- Teacher, I’m bored!

**After-story reading**

**CR5, T1, 18 min, 14 CHN:** Let’s talk a little bit

Question: How did Burcu feel at her new house? – she cried for missing her friends.

Question: Did she try to make friends? -yes

Question: Did anybody try to make friends with her? No answer. They sway, get up from the chair, and start to leave the class. They do not answer the questions.

Question: What happened after she became friends with the little girl?

Question: What do we understand about this story?

Comment: We should be friends even if they are younger than us, right? Actually, the little girl was not younger but looked so.

**CR4, T2, 15 min, 10 CHN:** Question: What did you understand from the story? The answers: -I understood nothing

**3.2.7. Before story reading**

The video recordings showed that the children generally sit in a half-moon position on the child seat or cushions and the teachers sit in the middle of this order where all the children could see. Exceptionally, the teacher was standing, and the children were sitting on the floor cushions or in the chairs in a class; in another class, the teacher was sitting in her chair and the children were kneeling one after the other. It is understood that the children became distracted more in the class in which there were these seating arrangements. The teachers generally asked the questions by showing the book cover in the before-reading process “what could be the title of the book? What characters could be in the story? There was not any kind of activity such as a poem, finger game or rhyme. It is noteworthy that the teachers posed those questions in the pre-reading process of the informational books.
3.2.8. While story reading

It is understood that the teachers and prospective teachers did not utilize from any supporting technique in the while-reading process, had a limited use of intonation according to the characters, gestures, mimics, and eye contact. They generally performed reading activities by reaching their arms out, holding the book in their sideways and leaning forward to read. Only a few teachers showed the pictures to the whole class after reading the text. In addition, most of the participants posed questions to the children what could have happened later? what did her mother tell? etc. It is noteworthy for the teachers to pose the question "what could have happened later?" when the events are not successive in the informational books. (The books “Burcu and Berk: Safety looking out for yourself and the wind”).

3.2.9. The case of attending the story and becoming distracted in while-reading process

During the story-reading process, the children either moved back and forth, played with their legs, moved with their chairs, lay on the floor, rolled on the floor, hugged their friend, pushed their friends, talked with their friends, posed questions such as “I'm bored, when the lesson will finish”, left the area or tried to draw attention to other issues. In order to avoid these behaviors, the teachers called their names stressed and aloud (Ali, Ayşe…) or warned them by some expressions "you make me sad, let's stand up, I'll not say it again- sit down please, it's almost finished, it's over...

The video recordings on two informational books (Burcu and Berk: Our emotions and Burcu and Berk: Safety looking out for yourself) revealed that the children lost their attention on the books more and it was not due to the teacher and the group. When these books were examined, it was understood that the information in the book was indirectly presented and it was incoherent. Besides, the flow of presentation was not well-structured and more than one piece of information in the same scope was presented at the same time. Therefore, the children could have had a concentration problem. The case of attending to the story or becoming distracted in other three informational books changed according to eye contact, teachers’ tones, and the quality of the questions.

When the video recordings of the book entitled "The rainy day" were examined, it was observed that while the teacher asked, "who wants to tell the story?" in a group, the other teacher said, "we are having rainy days in these days, right?" in the other group. Whereas the children were reluctant and gave short answers such as “it rained, it became sunny” when the teacher called their names in the first group, the others made sentences including their own lives and experiences such as “I climbed to the balcony when it was rainy, the lightning struck” after the teacher's expression in the second group. In narrative books, the children become distracted less that is potentially connected with reading properties such as sitting position, teachers’ tones, and eye contact. When we examined the video recording of the book entitled “how deep is the sea?”, it was seen that the children said “Teacher, I can’t see” in the beginning of the reading activity in the group where they sit back to back, they pushed their friends to see and approach the teacher.

3.2.10. After story reading

It was observed that the teachers asked the children to tell the story or posed questions to recall the characters, events, and the places (who wants to tell it? where did the frog live? what did Pipkin most wonder?) In addition, they finitely utilized from the questions which enable the children to associate subjects and concepts in the story with their lives (What are you good at? Did you have such feelings?).
4. Discussion and Conclusions

This study examined the use of the picture books in the preschool education institutions, asked the teachers’ opinion on the story. It aimed at getting a clear-cut picture on the use of the books in the preschool classes by analyzing the story-reading practices of the teachers.

The findings obtained from the examination of the books in preschool education classes showed that the libraries in the classes mainly consisted of the book sets and the tales (fables, Keloglan tales, and classics). The book sets of included books written by a specific author or multiple authors by considering specific concepts and issues. According to Şirin (1994), the tales, especially fables, are didactic and informative in which goodness is praised, badness is punished (Arıcı, 2015). Since the books examined in this study mainly consisted of tales and book sets, the teachers paid attention to the content (topics, informative feature) rather than literary, aesthetic, language and visual aspects in book selection. Some research findings in the literature also showed that the teachers primarily considered content and educational aspect of the book (Turan & Ulutas, 2016). However, one of the fundamental functions of the children's literature is to give them a love of reading as well as contributing to their learning. Except for the informational books which directly give information on science and natural events, it should be essential to raise awareness instead of didactic quality in the children's books. In addition, the picture books with artistic features contribute to lead the children's attention to the books and improve listening skills. The books which are written on the basis of an artificial teaching can negatively affect the relationship between the book and the children and thereby the love of books (Sever, 2013). All the teachers (except for one) in this study stated the books contributed to the children's cognitive and social-emotional development.

Gönen, Ünüvar, Bıçakcı, Koçyiğit, Yazıcı, Orçan, Aslan, Güven & Özyürek (2010) similarly found that the teachers emphasized at least the role in giving the love of books and habit of reading while lecturing the importance of Turkish-language activities. In another study, the teachers stated that reading stories to the children contributed at least to the affection of love for books. (Ergül, Karaman, Akoğlu Tufan, Dolunay-Sarca & Bahap-Kudret, 2014). In contrast, in addition to the educational aspects and developmental contribution, it is particularly important the children's books to give a chance to meet with literary and artistic work and give the love of books (Gönen & Veziroğlu, 2013). In this research selection of books by teachers for their classes was revealed to involve four criteria of topic and content (language used, instructional, topic, content, appropriate for the program), visuals, form characteristics (page number, paper quality, size of book, size of text, writing–picture ratio) and development characteristics of children (age, development). Considering the books found in classes, it can be said that children’s development is paid more attention. The research findings of Donovan and Smolk (2001) introduced four categories on the book selections of the teachers. They were as follows: content, visual features, readability concerns, suitability for the class/developmental level, and genre (whether it includes entertainment and pleasure). In another study, the teachers stated that they paid attention to children's point of view and content of the book (Hsiao & Chang, 2016).

In this study, participating teachers mostly considered the books in their classrooms were not sufficient and stated they required more books related to science in addition to the available books. It is noteworthy that the books requested by teachers were books containing information about certain topics. This finding can be interpreted that while the teachers considered books as a means for teaching, they did not pay attention to the aspects of literary, aesthetic and planting in love of books. The findings of this study ascertain that they ignored the features such as author, illustrator, language, and style.

In addition, the activities they specified in the interview form regarding the story reading practices (using different methods; poems, finger games or conversation in pre-reading; dramatization etc. the in
post-reading) were not observed in the video recording. The data obtained from the story reading videos showed that the teachers did not perform any activity (poem, finger game, rhyme, and conversation) and use any support material for reading. Most of the teachers posed the questions “what could be the title of the story? What characters could in the story?” in the pre-reading process. The research on examining while-reading activities of the preschool teachers revealed that they drew attention to the story by talking about the book cover, asking the title of the book, and asking questions about the book cover (Işıkoğlu Erdoğan et al., 2016). In this study, it was found that the teachers finitely showed the pictures in the books, asked questions about the page they read and requested them to guess what would happen in the next page. In addition, they made a limited eye contact while reading and did not change their tone according to the characters or the events. In the while-reading, showing the pictures to the children and reading the book to the small group rather than the whole class will keep the children's attention on the book alive (Iştan, 2013). The activities such as stopping to read the book in the important parts of the book, asking them to guess what will happen on the next page or reading the book by changing their tones according to the characters will be an example for the children in using the appropriate tone of voice when asking questions or telling the characters in a similar way (Morgan, 2009). As well as asking questions at the different levels in the post-reading (remembering, understanding, applying, evaluating), including artistic activities, dramatization or book-creating activities will increase the outputs of the children's storybooks (Iştan, 2013). Another remarkable finding from the story reading videos was that the teachers merely asked the questions “who will tell the story? what happened in the story? whom did Pipkin meet? do you have such feelings? etc.” and did not perform any different activity. The researches in the literature manifested that the teachers generally posed questions to the children in the post-reading and asked them to tell/summarize the story and discuss it (Gönen et al. 2010; Turan & Ulutaş, 2016). Since different methods are not used in the story reading activities, the teachers follow a monotonous discourse which causes distraction and boredom of the books (Olgan, 2013).

The findings obtained in this research found that children display excessive distracted behavior during reading activities (rocking, leaving the area, pushing friends, rolling on the ground, etc.). It is understood that children displayed more distracted behavior during reading of informative books compared to narrative books. These findings may be associated with the plan, language used or visuals in some informative books, along with the strategies used by teachers during reading in general (tone of voice, eye contact, way of holding the book and children’s seating pattern, etc.). Another noteworthy finding in this study is that teacher’s descriptions of how they perform reading activities in class with children do not overlap with the behavior displayed during the reading performance.

This study primarily focused on the video recordings of the story readings of the books selected by the researchers. Therefore, it did not examine the teachers’ individual readings on the books they selected themselves into their personal library. It can be considered as a limitation of the study. The further studies can examine the routine readings of the teachers and the books read in these readings.
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Okul öncesi eğitim kurumlarında hikâye kitaplarının kullanım durumlarının incelenmesi
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